


Introduction

Salutations & Congratulations!
Thank you for downloading this resource.  Your are taking an 
important step towards optimizing your homeschool and finding your 
groove.  Go on-give yourself a big hug and do a happy dance.  You 
are taking initiative in working towards homeschool happiness & 
success.

Want to know what is super cool? This journal is about more than 
homeschooling.  You will find themes and questions that are 
completely unrelated to your homeschool.  

Why? Because homeschool is life! It is a lifestyle. Your homeschool 
wouldn't exist without those other parts and vice versa.

It is extremely difficult to be an effective homeschooler if other areas 
of your life are complete chaos.  It may be possible for some but they 
probably require a coffee I.V. drip and superpowers!

Think about it.  If you have struggle in one area in your life, it naturally 
carries over into other areas. As much as you may want to 
compartmentalize, life has a way of knocking down walls and oozing 
in.  

Now, I'm not saying you have to be perfect and have it all together to 
homeschool.  That is completely unrealistic (and rather boring!).

What I am saying is that if you have struggles in your life that are 
affecting how your homeschool functions, then you have some work 
to do.  And, honey, I haven't met a person who doesn'thave areas to 
work on!
This journal is about YOU-as a homeschooler, mom, wife, and any 
other roles you play.  It is about helping you take a realistic look at 
your life and how you can transform it into a happy and successful 
homeschool.
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~Lists can be your friends.  Use bullet or numbered. You don't need 
to write full sentences (Remember-this work will not be graded!).

Use these journal prompts and ideas as you see fit. They are 
designed to be used weekly because you may be busy.  If you find 
yourself wanting or needing to write more or less often, go for it!  If 
you want to work out of order, go for it!  It is all about YOU and what 
works best in your life!

May this Journal to Find Your Homeschool Groove bring abundant joy 
and growth in your life.   Take it day by day, hour by hour, minute by 
minute.  Sometimes, you will feel like you move one step forward and 
two steps back.  Hey, at least you are moving!  Call it a samba or 
some fancy dance move. I promise that if you keep moving and 
working, you will find your homschool groove!

Amy

~Select an approach that you will actually use (paper, digital, audio 
recording)

~Be honest!  No sugarcoating or waffling.

~Freewrite with purpose. No self-editing, just roll with it!

~Accept, don't compare or beat up. No comparisons to self or others.  
It is what it is-for now. First step to change is acceptance.  Work with 
what you got as you work towards change.

~Ask questions to challenge yourself.  "Then what?" and "Why's that?"

New to journaling?  Or just need a few tips to get started or hone your 
experience?  These ideas can give you inspiration to customize and 
optimize the experience for you.
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"If you want to have a happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or things."   Albert Einstein

Theme: Goal SettingWeek

What are your goals for this year?                        

Consider the following categories:                         

Personal~Health~Family~Financial~Homeschool         

Rank your goals according to priority.

Look at your list of ideas for goals.               

Select the top 3 goals .                                     

Why did you choose these goals?                                          

What makes these goals important to you?         

For each of your goals, get specific.                

List at least 3 actionable steps.                                 

Set realistic time frame & specify how you will know 

goal is achieved. 

Plan for your goals.                                           

Determine what your reward will be when goal is 

achieved.                                                                                  

Set goal dates & map out actionable steps.
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"Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control;                                                                              

these three alone lead one to sovereign power."  Alfred Lord Tennyson

Theme: InventoryWeek

Self-Assessment Time!                                                            
On a scale of 1-10, rate your overall life satisfcation.                         

Where would you like to be? What steps can you take to 
get there?   Take the MBTI at 16personalities.com & record 
your type.  What are your thoughts & feelings about your 

type?

Get To Know Your Kids                                   
Jot down 5 descriptive words for each of your kids.                                     

Write down 3 strengths & 3 weaknesss for each child.                                        
Talk with each child to discover their overall life 

satisfcation rating & what can be done to increase it.

Curriculum Status                                           
Are you satisfied with your current homeschool resources?  

What do you love & what might need replaced?                            
Any unused curriculum?  Can you donate or sell it?                      

Make a list of all your homeschool curriculum resources & 
when you will use.

Special Zones In Your Home                                          
Select 3 areas in your home that are cluttered.                                         

Envision how you would like those areas to look.  Take an 
inventory of what is currently in that area.  What is 

necessary?  What needs to go or be added to make your 
vision a reality?                                   
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"Happiness can exist only in acceptance." George Orwell

Theme: AcceptanceWeek

Learn To Love Yourself!                                                         
You are an amazing person with so much to offer the 

world.  You are also human with strengths & weaknesses.                        
List 5 strengths & weaknesses.  Reflect on your list & write 
about each.  How can you optimize your strengths?  What 

can you do to embrace your weaknesses?

Family Acceptance                                           
Make a list of family members who impact your life.                                     

Jot down a strength & weakness for each.  Focus on what 
you love about each person & what drives you crazy.                                       

Reflect on your list & elaborate on how you can focus on 
family strengths.

Accept Your Homeschool                                           
Write about what you are proud of & what you are 

ashamed of in your homeschool.  Jot down why you feel 
the way you do & what steps you can do to accept your 

current homeschool status.                                              

That Nagging Issue That Won't Go Away                                        
Think about one area of your life that is most difficulat to 

accept.  Jot it down & write about why it bugs you so much.  
Reflect on the issue.  What realistic steps can you take to 
accept it?  Search for at least two ways you can embrace 

this area now.                                
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"Let our advance worrying become advance thinking and planning." Winston Churchill

Theme: PlanningWeek

Homeschool                                                                         

Assess your current approach to homeschool planning. Is it 

working?  What needs improved?                                       

What are your homeschool planning strengths & 

weaknesses?  

Family                                                                                                 

Is your current approach to planning for your family 

effective?  What is working & what needs tweaked?                                      

Select & commit to one day a week that you plan for your 

family.  How can you schedule special time for each family 

member?

Financial                                                             

Evaluate your current approach to financial planning. Is it 

effective? What can you do to improve?                          

What types of financial plans do you have in place?  Do 

you feel comfortable or should this be an area of focus?  If 

so, list 3 resources you would like to check out.

Me Time                                                                                      

You deserve time for you!  How much time alone do you 

currently get?  How much would you like (in realistic 

terms)?  Brainstorm ways that you can find the support you 

need to make this happen.
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"For every minute you spent organizing, an hour is earned." Benjamin Franklin

Theme: OrganizationWeek

Top 3 Areas of Struggle                                                                         
List the 3 main areas that you struggle with organization.   
Envision how you would like each to look.  Is that image 
realistic?  What actionable steps can you take to make it 

happen? Possible areas may be in your home, finances, or 
personal life. 

Realistic Expectations                                                                                                
Based on your self-knowledge, current family life, & size of 

living space, look at each of your top 3 areas of 
organization struggle.  Make a list of steps & resources you 

will need to organize.

Declutter                                                                                                
Look at your first area to organize for a full minute. Shut your 

eyes & think about how you can best use that area. Open your 
eyes & determine what items need to be there & what is 

unncessary.  Make it fun!  Instead of feeling sad about 
decluttering, focus on the new space for you to grow.

Maintenance                                                                                    
Time to make a plan for how you will maintain your newly 

organized space.  How often do you use this area?  Does it need 
daily, weekly, or monthly attention?  Would it help to give 

yourself a limit to what is allowed in the area?
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"Time is really the only capital that any human being has, and the only thing he 

can't afford to lose." Thomas Edison

Theme: Time ManagementWeek

Planning                                                                                                 
What type of planning system do you currently use? Is it 

effectively helping you manage your time?  What types of 
reminders do you need to have in place to complete tasks?

Daily Life                                                                                                
Jot down what a typical day is like for you. When do you 
wake up?  What types of tasks & repsonsibilities do you 
have? When do you go to bed? On a scale of 1-10, how 

well do you manage your time each day?  What steps can 
you take to bump that number up?

Weekly Life                                                                                           
On a scale of 1-10, what number would you assign to how 

well you manage your weekly schedule? Write down what 
types of tasks & responsiblities you have on an average 
week. What steps can you take to optimize use of your 

time?                      

Monthly Schedule                                                                                    
On a scale of 1-10, how well do you manage your time each 

month?  How well do you attend to monthly 
responsiblities?  What types of reminders do you need to 

better manage your time each month?
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"To love oneself is the beginning of a lifelong romance. " – Oscar Wilde

Theme: Self-CareWeek

3 Areas You Need Better Self-Care                                                                                              

Based on your self-knowledge, what types of activities or 

resources do you need for effective self-care?  

Realistically, how much time do you need each 

day/week/month to feel refreshed?

Obstacles to Self-Care                                                                                               

Look at your current life situation.  What obstacles prevent 

you from having consistent self-care time?  What do you 

have the power to change?  In what areas can you seek out 

help?

Prioritize Self-Care                                                                                         

Look at your list for self-care.  What activity or resource would 

help you the most or is easiest to implement?  Make a plan to 

include that self-care in the next week.  Take time to visualize 

how you would like to spend that time, even if it is only for 10 

minutes.    

Self-Care Maintenance                                                                                    

You have self-care ideas-now you need to make sure you 

follow through!  Schedule these activities in your planning 

system & make sure your family is aware of when you will have 

this time.  When you have a bit of spare time, do a quick search 

on ways you can add to or enhance this activity.
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"The secret of your future is hidden in your daily routine." Mike Murdock

Theme: Routines & SchedulesWeek

Routine or Schedule-or Both?                                                                                              

What do you prefer-schedule or routine? Which one works 

best with the personalities of your kids & you?  Take this 

information & apply it to your current life situation.  

Consider why you need either (or both) in your writing.

Obstacles To Your Choice                                                                                               

Look at your current life situation.  What obstacles are 

standing in your way from having an effective routine 

and/or schedule?  Too many activities?  Little ones?  

Inconsistency?  Write about what realistic changes you can 

make. 

Solutions To Rock Your Routine Or Schedule                                                                                         

Look at the realistic changes that you can make.  What 

resources or help do you need to make them happen?  Take 

time to record why it is important to have an effective 

routine/schedule.  Jot down a few ideas what life will be like 

when you have a successful schedule/routine in place.

Routine or Schedule Maintenance                                                                                    

It is often easy to create routines or schedules-but hard to 

maintain.  Make a list of at least 3 reasons why your choice is 

necessary in your family life.  Focus on the benefits of a 

schedule or routine for your family.
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"The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, 

but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy." Martin Luther King, Jr.

Theme: ChallengesWeek

3 Main Challenges In Your Current Life Situation                                                                                             
List the 3 areas in your life that are most challenging right now. 
These areas can be family, homeschool, home management, 
financial, or whatever are most troublesome. Write at least 3 

reasons why each area is so challenging.  Rank from 1-3 (1being 
most challenging).

   Challenge Analysis                                                                                          
Write down each challenge in big letters on your paper.  

Close your eyes & gather your thoughts & feelings on the 
issue.  Really sit with it & explore its nooks & crannies.  

Write down everything with no self-editing.  

Solutions To Your Challenges                                                                                         
Take another look at your challenge analysis lists.  Circle the top 

3 components that you know you can change.  Create 
actionable steps with realistic due dates to change each 

component.  How will these changes make your challenge 
easier to manage?

Continue To Work On Your Challenges                                                                                   
These challenges are present in your life for a reason.  They will 
most likely not disappear over night.  Continue to analyze each 
challenge analysis list & chip away at those component.  Create 

those actionable steps & work until challenge is no more.
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"The good life is one inspired by love and guided by knowledge." Bertrand Russell

Theme: Professional DevelopmentWeek

Assess Your Current Homeschool Knowledge                                                                                           
Make a list that highlights your homeschool knowledge.  Be as 
specific as you like.  This exercise is to help you focus on your 
experience, as well as reveal gaps that may need addressed.  

Prioritize those gaps into what you need to learn first.

Fill The Gaps                                                                                      
Write down the top areas that you want to learn about 

homeschooling.  For each area, research & make a list of 
resources, such as books, webinars, & conventions.  Begin 

a Homeschool Professional Development notebook to 
maintain notes, thoughts, & feelings as you learn.   

Obstacles To Professional Development                                                                                         
Brainstorm about obstacles that prevent you from consistent 

homeschool professional development.  Common obstacles include 
time, money, & lack of resources.  Based on your responses, come 
up with a realistic plan to research & find ways to fit in this valuable 

activity. 

Maintenance Plan                                                                                   
Like any good habit, you need to cultivate it.  Develop a realistic 

plan for consistent homeschool professional development.  
Select a time of day, week, month, or year for you to read, 

watch videos, or attend a convention.  Write a personal reason 
why this type of learning is important for you.
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"Reflect upon your present blessings of which every man has many - not on your past 

misfortunes, of which all men have some." Charles Dickens

Theme: BlessingsWeek

Family                                                                                                       

This month is all about focusing on your blessings.  Create 

a list of family members that you have regular contact with 

or play a significant role in your life.  For each family 

member, write at least 2 positive descriptive words.

Friends                                                                                      

Do the same writing activity as last week but this time 

focus on the friends in your life.  You can add why these 

friends are blessings in your life.

Love Yourself!                                                                                         

Do the same writing activity found in week one but this 

time focus on YOU!  Make a list of all parts of you that you 

are thankful for, like personality, physical features, sense of 

humor, or intelligence.  Focus on the positive & review 

often!

Specific Area That Needs Attention                                                                                  

You have been doing such a marvelous job with learning more 

about yourself.  As you have worked in your journal, have you 

noticed an area or two in your life that might need a bit more 

positive attention?  Make a list of your blessings in that area & 

review often.
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"Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have within you the strength, 

the patience, and the passion to reach for the stars to change the world." Harriet Tubman

Theme: Hopes & DreamsWeek

Family                                                                                                       
Hopes & dreams are so powerful in our lives!  When you focus 

on what can be, your thoughts & behaviors make a positive shift.  
Brainstorm a list of hopes & dreams that you have for your 

family.  Get specific & shoot for the stars! 

Friends                                                                                      
Do the same writing activity as last week but this time 

focus on the friends in your life.  You can add details about 
special events or ways that you can show your friends how 

much they mean to you.

Love Yourself!                                                                                         
Do the same writing activity found in week one but this 

time focus on YOU!  Make a list of all your personal hopes 
& dreams. Call it a bucket list or special term-and don't 

limit yourself.  You are an amazing person who has worked 
hard & come far.  

Specific Area That Needs Attention                                                                                  
What part of your life needs a touch of sparkle?  Where do you 
need or want to hope & dream?  Write it down & visualize what 

these hopes & dreams would look like in reality. Jot it all down & 
work towards making steps to make it happen!




